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Introduction

Government is purpose and process. Government is
the means to ordered rule. Government fixes relation-
ships_ between ',those who govern and those who are
goVerned. G_ overnment determines or influences the
behavior of -the individual in society. Government is
a phenomenon of political society and of private
associationsin' society.

Too many discuSsions of. government, Fthirik, con-
centrate upon proceSS rather than upon purpose, upon
means rather than upon objectives. Government is an
essential element of civilized or technical society simply
because it performs an indispensable role. Historically,
political government aPpeaied in society as man moved
from a hunt economy to an-agrarian -economy. It was
an agrarian economy which produced the surplus to
support a priestly caste and then eruling caste of king,
aristocracy, clerks and military, I think we may say
that it was an agrarian economy which made -these new
castes necessary in society. And it was an agrarian
economy which produced writing, history, and
civililation.

As economies have become more and more compli-
cated, moving from agrarian to handicraft to trade to
industry to technology, the purpose of government has
-become more'and more indispensable. Such purpose is
well set forth in the preamble of the United States
Constitution. These purposes were to provide for the
common defense, establish justice, promote the general
welfare, ensure domestic tranquility, and to secure the
blessings of liberty. Never were the ends of government
set forth with greater clarity, with more careful precision,
or with loftier ideals than in our own American- docu-
ment of constitutional prescription.

In a society where government is not all powerful
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nor all competent, in 'a society where polity is not syn-
onymous with all associational aclivity of man, we have
learned to draw a distinction between government on
the one hand.and s organization on the-other hand.
When we say That American society is plUralistic in
structure, we are simply saying that there- are -many
groups in our society and that these grotiPs are not
controlled by government or subordinate to go-vernment.
There can be separation of church and state only in a
pluralistic society. There can be separation of economy
and the state only-in a pluralistic society. There can be
separation of voluntary associations and -the state only
in a pluralistic society. And, incidentally, there can be
separation of higher education and the state only in a
pluralistic society.

Because gov-ernthent and society are not one and the
same array of social- organizations- in Our pluralistic
society,, we have learned that government as a process
and gcivernment as the exercise of power are not
peculiarly the province of our polity. There is political
government, there is economic government, there is
religious government, there is labor union government;
and there is university government. There is the politics
of the state as the- representation- of the sovereignty of
a national society, and there is the politics of economic
units, the politics of religious units, the politics of many
other groups, and the politics of universities.

Tradition, or the sense of historical development and
commitment, is a vital part of the political culture of
a-society. I use the word "culture" here in its broadest
sense, in the sense of- the pattern of humin behavior
in its various social relationships. No one can expect
to understand the American structure of government
without a firm grasp of the American political tradition,
a firm grasp of the ideas and the ideals which have
motivated the historical experience of our nation. Sim-
ilarly, no one can expect -to understand the modern
American- university without -a firm grasp of the his-
torical experience of the colonial college, of the college
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of the first two-thirds of the Nineteenth Century of the
emergent university, and of the "multiversity" in the
second half pf this century. No social enterprise is the
peculiar creation of a paiticular time and place. His-
torical perspective is prologue to an understanding of
the present.

In addition, in our time we are learning that our
pluralistic social tradition needs redefinition to describe
the reality of our present Society. There is alWays a
tendency for man to romanticize the past, to find in the
contemplation_ of bygone time "Virtues of comfort,
security, and morality which appear badly dissipated in
the present. I suspect it is easy to exaggerate the
Pluralism of American society in the immediate poSt-
reVolutionary years or in the era of rapid- industrializa-
tion between the Civil War and World War II. But
surely it is clear today that of our varied and numerous
social institutions, goverriment,of our polity has become
more than a first among equals. In a-society which still
aspires_ to freedom, justice, and liberty, we expect gov-
ernment to do More and more to provide for our
national defense and to prothote our general welfare.

The result is that our intellectuals now write about
the decline- of pluralism, our business leaders- bemoan
the growing interference of government, our citizens
complain of the ever rising cost of government, and our
university presidents speak of the- erosion of university
autonomy. Yet, on the other hand, there are religious
leaders who want government assistance in their educa-
tional endeavors, there are community leaders who want
more government assistance in meeting the problems of
poverty and of racial discrimination, there are business=
men who want more tariff protection or price stability,
and there are college and university presidents who want
more government support.

The subjects of the historical tradition of the univer-
sity, and of the possible dalirie of pluralism in American
society are too extensive to receive the consideration
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they deserve here. It is sufficient to,note that the uni-
versity in the United States has been closely integrated
with social developments in this country. It is sufficient
toto note that the university in the United States has
sought to be part of a pluralistic pattern of social
organization, important to the welfare of that society
but not necessarily an instrument of political govern-
ment. Today, the American university is experiencing
considerable stress because its social obligations are un-
certain, while its economic welfare is increasingly de-
pendent upon government. It is not easy to define role
or rg,sponsibilityin a bi-polarized world of competing
nations or in a bi-racial population where discrimination
Occurs.

It is customary to point out that the American
university is of two fundamental tues: the so-called
private university and the state university. The differ-
ences between- these two types are matters of degree.
The board of- trustees of a private university :is usually
self-perpetuating. The h'oard of trustees of a state uni-
versity is usually appointed.by the governor. The private
university and the state university have equal access
to the resources cf the federal government, but the pri-
vate university is more dependent upon student fees than
the state university, which depends in large measure
upon state legislators for its 'instructional support. The
private university, moreover, has been more successful
in cultivating gifts and bequests from business corpora-
tions and from individuals of substantial wealth.

Yet, in spite of- these differences, which have some
importance, the privately sponsored university and the
state-sponsored university in the United States of
America have much in common. Both are necessarily
closely related to the society which they serve. Both
have common purposes to achieve. Both have encoun-
tered similar problems of internal government.

In undertaking to discuss government within the
university, I can give only passing mention to the ex-
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ternal pressures upon the university. These Pressures
are real. These pressures are increasing rather than
diminishing as ,bur Anierican universities- seek. more
money- and wish .to be ever more affluent. If Society
through its Organs decision- making i3 to
Provide niere,funds. for the capital improvement and the

',Ctiffelif operations of our universities, then there are
certain social obligations which accompany that ,in,
creased, subsidy. These social obligations, moreover, will

-tend in-be defined by the politically powerful groups in
Society and by- the.inclinatiOnS of the electorate. It is
difficult -to see how these-obligations can be avoided or
ignored when the financial welfare of the university is-
involved.
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I .wish to .begin with- some observations Upon the
.subject, of the .distribution of power within-a, UniVersity.
Let us bear in -mind that potker -is the capacity or
authority to prescribe or to influence the behavior of:
those who comprise= a social grouping. The apposite of
;Poi.ver is anarchy, 'the absence of power which -permits
the.-indiVidnar-in act-as he4leases, even -whew-that-act

_May destroy the life and property- of 'ether individuals.
Society metIns Tower: . some, degree; geVernment- as we
noted earlier- is orderecr-rule in*-sociar endeavor and in
social relationships.

An -eminent American-.-pOlftical scientist- who was te-
-13eccime president -Of- a- university, .governor of a state,
and- pretident- of the United--Statet wrote -in -the 1880's
that the phenomenon. of -poWer-abould not be an object
ofJear for- Americans. The proper cause for concern was-
-the pOssibility_of irresponsible .power. In a society
democratic traditiont arid aspirations, this it, a sound.
Warning voiced many years ago:by =Woodrow -Wilton.

It is- not easy; however, to determine in a society
how-best -to keep political power within some reasonable
limits, or how -best _ to_ ensure that- the exercise of- =power
shall-be politically responsible. Periodic election of rep-
resentatives by voters who have an element of choice
and -an- element of freedom in- determining that choice
is our accepted- procedure in political-society. In other
institutions, we think of competition as the essential
Means whereby each enterprise deMonstrates responSible
behavior.- In a university, responsible poWer is primarily
a moral concept: a concept of trusteeship aid a concept
of professional ethics.

:Unfortunately, r think we must conclude-for a vari-
-ety of-reasons that-this traditional concept of responsible
_power within the university is not operative. Rather,
what we observe today is- competing groups each holding
some degree of poWer and tending to compete with other
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groups for additional power. Internally, the American
university today is not an enterprise or part ofian insti-
tution with a welldefined system of power or-mith a
procedure for ensuring the exercise of power in a way
responsible- to sorne defined social grouping.

When I wrote the little volume, The Academic
Community, publiihed in 1962, I identified four ',Affer-
ent groupaWithin the university-with Sorlawhat-different
identities and interests. These groups were: (1) trustees
and administratork (2) faculty (3)- students, and-
=(4) alumni. If -I were writing this book today.Lwould
omit .alumni from -this particular enumeration and' in-
clude them as- one of the several ekiernal publics con-
cerned with the university. As the fourth internal group,
I would now give Separate recognition to the operating
staff of the university.

Before -I consider 'further -the-poWer ,eoinpetitiori of
these groups,:letIne hasten to,point mit that university=
power is-at -best considerably-- restricted. A university
IS hot a self-sustaining enterprise7insofar as its financial
support is concerned. A Public -university is at w a y s
subject to- restrictive :legislation; A private university
may be obligated to obierve certain restrictions pi a
sponsoring religious body. Universities are subject to
continuing publioscrutiny, and public favor or disfavor
may be expressed in a variety of-ways. Whileinternally,
various groups are struggling for power, this power itself
is by no means uiiffriiiteir

There are certain differentiating characteristics
which tend -to give separate identity to- each- of these
four constituent parts of- a. .,-niversity: trustees and
administrators, faculty, stncivats, and operating staff.
Each griiim may tend to see the university in a different
perspective, and to expect somewhat different =results
from- the university operation. Indeed, I am disposed
to say :that the struggle for power among -these groups
within the university reflects in large part differences
of Conception about the mission= -of the university in
contemporary society.



Trustees of a university in this country have been
traditionally vested with the authority of government
over the university enterprite. Some faculty members
point out that trusteeship has been unknown. in 'the
Older British Universities.af Oxford and Cambridge -and
has been unknown in the organization- of eitain
European universities, such- as those of France and
Germany. What these faculty lonmbers ignor- is the
history of trusteeship in the ,Scottish = universities; as-
pointed out by Professor W. H. Cowley of Stanford.
They also ignore the- Napoleonic principle of govern-
ment which dispensed with trusteetin favor of a central
political ministry of education. Indeed; until,the govern:
-anent of :France 'began some- tentative -steps at reorgani-
Zillion in 1968, the university -structure in France had
remained almost .tinaltered since-the days of Napoleon.

Trusteeship-is a form of political or social leadership
for a university. In the case of the state univeiiity, the

:boards of- trustees are a politically- selected body with
a political role to perform: viz., to make sure -that= the
university fulfills its public purpose and at the same time
to provide some degree of -insulation from the political
passions of -the moment which may gather around the
university. In a privately sponsored university, the
board of trustees has:a similar role to perfcirm, although
the board may define purpoteiand provide-insulation -in
the larger- context of a pluralistic society rather than in
the narrower- context of state government itself.

In large part, the administrative staff of a university,
from president to department- chairman and from -vice
presidents for operations to supervisors, is the extension
of the personality of-the trustees. Administrators define
the major-:issues which confront a university as an enter-
prise and then recommend to the traitees the policies
and programs to guide these-operations. In turn, it is
the administrative *Staff which performs these operations.

It is customary today to criticize boards of.trustees
of universities upon the- grounds that irus4es as indi-

t,end to be the successful and influential business
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and professional leaders of our Society, pluS religious
;leaders in ,private universities. More recently, we are
finding' a small- miniber-of :women, labor leaders, political
leaders, and_ ,eyen. academic leaders includectin-the mem-
berShiP of boardS of trustees. It is,:said_ that trusteeS
represent- the- conservative, affluent, civic,iiiiiidgd element
in our society, but that they seldthn understand- orsYni.
pathiie with the diSadvantaged groups in our society:
the Poor, the Black, the social- reformers., And, Of course,
stUdentS maintain:that trustees -,dO -ri-ot-repreSeiit them!

Theifact:s about the COmposition_abearda Of trustees
are quite -welt documented- ;from= several_ studies. The

_

argument is how to interpret =the facts: To Some, the
nature of -boards of trustees saggeati a conspiracy on
the part of-Certain -elements-in society to dominate -and-
control the-University. To some,. the nature -of :_boards
of trustees is proof -positiVe-that-universitieS are=priniar,
ily comnaitted= 0-meeting the,Staffing needs of business,
induStry, and the ProfesSionS. Why- -this last cothinit,

=meet should-beri -matter of suspicion or criticism,-I_ cori-
fees my :inability to:understand.

In any event, let me=- generalize -from my experience
and acquaintanceship to-say that I have found -trustees
for the .riost :Part `men- -and -women of intelligence,- of
dedication to public service, and-of .tolerance. Thereare
exceptions, and no two perSoriS- who serve as trustees
Of univerSities are ever =alike. Moreover, I have fOund=
just as many men in- their seventies who were-mentally
alert arid- flexible in _attitudes a_ S. I- have foUnd men of
the same age inclined to be Opinionated and set in
their ways.

One possible criticism I would:thake of- trustees today
is that the nature of the university enterprise compels
boards of = trustees to rely- heavily upori the advice of
-university adthinistrators. TrUsteeS who would exercise
an independent judgment upon the complex university
issues Of our time would have to devote More time- to
university affairs than they have available. Further-
more, trustees who do not accept the advice of- the
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principal adthiniStrative officers will necessarily have to
find a new preSident and staff. In this-day and- age,
this is--no small task, trying- to find a new university
president.

I think it is Safe to-say-that trustees servemimarily
-aS_ a concerned body oflay citizens to give advice and

to exPregs caution to-the adminiStratiVe staff. TrUStees
serve as a link .between university and society. But
beyond this role, truStees are not now prepared by
eiPerience, temperament,. and ability to- exercise--any-
greater authority in the UniverSitY community.

Administrators infour universities occupy a position
at once ofigreat imp_ortahoe andi-greatlimitation. In the
past five years in particular, aeademic administrators
have:been subject tofinore internaL- criticism-and vitu=

_Peration- than at any piece-ding period' in our 'national
history. It is,becoming increasingly-difficult -for a- Uni-
versity president:4o _be'both a _Manager and an educa-
tional leader.

A-number Of ,years-ago -former -President- Harold W:
Dodds of Princeton- -University asked The _q u e sit i o n-
whether- the academic -president Was_ an ethicator -or a
caretaker. Mr: Dodds SUggeSted_ that increasingly the
president was =a- caretaker of the- university -enterprise
_ratherAhan- an educational -leader. There seemed_ =to be
two reasons for -this trend. The administrator's job- as
chief custodian- of the:UniVeisity community del/landed-
more and more attention; while -faculty and: Students_
were more and More inclined to resist presidential
leadership. _The trend _which -President Dodds observed
at the-beginning-of the -1960's is eVen_niore pronounced
as this decade comes- to an -end.

The president's role in a university has become
almost impossible to perform because social expectations
on the one hand and internal expectations of a very
vocal element among- faculty members and students are
quite different. Under present arrangements, the.presi-
dent is- the only perSon who can provide educational
leadership for a university. But within the university
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there are persons-who reject this -leaderShip, .and do So-
with considerable noise. The president must -166k ex-
ternally -for university Sustenance,.but internally. -must
try to pro m o t,e harmony and: PeaCeful relationships
athong,warringEgroupS. This is an assignment_ WhiCh few-
_persons,,can:fulfill.

Jencks and RieSrnan-have Written_ persuasively about
the academic- revolution of :Our day. They find: this
-revolution in the-changing status of:the 'faculty-:member
Within the universtiy. They note the great expansiOn-
of- knowledge in Our gerieratiOni_the= growing specializa
tion which _perthitS: the- academic man to -become a-
seholar-teacherin _a harm* range- of knoWledge-- where-
administrator, amateur, and _lap-hail:- dare-intrude only
at their Peril: The university has become -the fountain-
head of -an age of technologir,__and 'the university faculty
member -has -- become the supreme -technologiSt of our
tune. It is the-univerSitY-SpecialiSt who can-master the
intricacies -of high energy- physics; the SyntheSiS of giant
Carbon moleoules,.the-mysterieS of the genetic code; and
the-abstractions of inathematies fleeded--to -express -- thiS
new knowledge. Yet, upon this -highly s ee ialized
knowledge and- its application- we have built space ex-
ploration, modern systems of communication, -the -high
speed computer,_the_new,materialS:of polymer chemistry,
and the achievethents of medicine, including_ family
planning.

The highly Specialited knowledge of our time haS-
given Us an age in -which knowledge- is the key to eco,
flank- growth, technologicaLudyaneement, -professional
practice, and_ national security: Ours is--literally an- age
of knowledge. Productive- endeavor of all kinds is no-
lOnger based Upon accumulated- experience and--innova-
tive chance but upon. science and the application of
scienc e. While university scientists and- university-
educated scientists _and- engineers:and others :have been
busy creating this new age of- knowledge,- other- university

,facultYtheinberS,- especially the humanists -and the-social
scientists, have been alienated -from- the very society
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their colleagues have done so much-to build: the
university where the two cultureS lamented by C. .P.
Snow are now trYing to eicist,,onebeSide the other. The
university is where humanist and social scientist lain-
poon the-triumph of their academic brethren, as did.
JacqueS Barzun ,when he -wrote about science as "the
glotious, entertainment."

I do not- wish to suggest that all huhianiStkand_sodial
scientists -,are of one mind about the -new. -age of_ ktiowl=
edge. No_ r do S wish to imply that scientists have not
begun-tO raise some questions -about their -Own achieve=
meats. Indeed, it is somewhat amuSing -to find some
social scientists- and scientists- now -professing a -senSi=
tiVifY about public- morals -long denied by their own
intellectual preMiSes. The fact is that-an age of knOwl,
edge confronts -problemS, as has every age in man's
recorded history, and- that somelactilty members
no means a Majority of. them, I- believe seem to think
that these probleins are more overwhelming than any
previously faced -by Mail.

The university is above all else a c o ll éct ion of
Specialized scholars. Their scholarship gives them a-
primacy in the determination of edUcationl policy on
such subjects as who shall' be educated in mhat knowl=
edge for whiclilutility. But, SiMultaneoUsly, the Univer-
sity faculty -member finds himself tempted- by a new
revolution, by an inclination- to say how society shall
make use o_ f the knowledge which the university has
generated.

To this present faculty concern must be- added the
activism of- new studentgeneration. After some hesi=
tation I find myself driven :to the-conclusion- that this
is indeed a- new- student generation, different- from any
which- has preceded it. There has always been a gap
between- student and facility in our universitieS; and
between the student and the society which has nurtured
him. But.the gap WhiCh exists today is more pronounced;
more- far - reaching, I believe, than any our academic
ancestors kriew
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The student activist of our day is the- product, it
apPears, of an afflUent economy, a permissive farhily life,
and a heightened awareness of individuality. T-h i s
student generation has not known the perVasiVe restriC=
tion of economic depieSSion, knOwn by my student
generation of -the 1930's.. This student -generation has
not known the discipline of family life engulfechirrthe
puritan tradition and the -ethic of' Work.. This student
generation has mat knoWn the emotional fervor of war
against tyranny. Rather, this- is a generation supplied
with economic abinidanCe. Rather, thiS is a-generation
alienated from family coheskiii andrsuperViSion. Rather,
this is a- generation -whiCh-se4:s war not as a crusade fOr
freedoin but as a threat to human exiStenee or aS the
subjugation of a weaker :people.

The student' activist of --our day is not preoccupied
with intellectual achievement but rather With the-Search
for identity. As one - academic philosopher has observed
with great insight, this_generation-is-nolOnger enamored
of the basic question which has troubled western thought
since the days of Socrates and Plato. That question
was: What is man? .Atid'We have sought the answer_in
the .abstractions _of thought and in the generalisations
of experience. Today's activist student haS gained hiS
inspiration fro-in the existentialist; _and asks: "Who
am I?"

And -the student activist of our day see§ the univer,
sity not as preparation for participation in society but
as an instrument of p-owei with- which to dominate
society. The studentactivist sees injustice in a tedium=
logical society which has no :place for- the uneducated
and no machinery for Sharing its abundande with- the
Poor and the Black. The student activist is iMpatient
WitfiraruniverSity which says prepare yourSelf for a pro-
fession and then as an active practitionevof your7pro-
fesSion seek the means to abolish Poverty and to mitigate
racial discrimination.

When the student activist of our day looks inward,
he finds the university tending to aSSert a kind of paren-
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tal authority over his personal life and morals which
-mac families no longer _Maintain. PerhapS- because
universities are notoriously slow to change their ways,
they have been rather tardy- in adapting =their environ-
ment to the permissive practice so prevalent in family
:life. Another reason for this slowness haS:been the-Wish
by many parents that universities would find the- means-
to control their-children since they had-been
unable to do so. But adaptation of the university-erivi-
-ronment-tO the new generation- of students iS-in -process,
and will; I thinki -continue.

The operating -Staff of -our universities is made up
of the custodians, the maintenance workers, the skilled-
tradesmen, the cooks -and_ food handlerS, the stationary-
firemen of Central =heating-plants, the-grounds-Workers,
and the other operating personnel of a university. -Here
the cause -of. dissatisfaction_ has =been- the -loW: rate of
hourly remuneration for so nrty_ of theSeWorkerS. And
the response-has been = unionization.

TheSe, then, are- the component groups of the uni-
Versity community, each seeking. to -hold or to -obtain
some degreemf -power within:the university. This, if you
please, is IR cast of characterS. It is no exaggeration
to say that these groups are engaged in a struggle for
power. In -a- larger sense, thiS struggle for -power is in_
reality a conflict about government. Each- group seeks
a structure, of government responsive- to its particular
felt needs.

It is recognized- that the pOwer Of government is
vested in:trustees and administrators, and this arrange-
inent is to a considerable-extent unacceptable to some
number of persons-who make up the facultieS, the-stu-
dents, and -the- operating_ personnel- of -our universities.
In consequenCe, some restructuring of the university,
some redistribution of power, is the essence of the inter=
nal political procesS now going on- within the university.
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It is time to turn from the identification-of the power
-groups within a _university and to look more closely at
the end purpoSes of this- struggle for power: It is my
thesis that in lark? measure the objectives of this

-struggle for poWer .are vague, __are inadequately formu-
lated. No doubt many -would disagree -with_ this -Prop°,
SitiOn. Yet, I find it exceedingly difficult findAnore
than a list of- grievances or a psychOlogiCal analysis Of
why some-students and some- faculty- members behave. as

-they: do. I find theSe -psychological-- analyses- fascinating
to read. But_ a. psychological analysis-is not a structure
of _government.

We may -look at the -objectWes-of :the operating_pet-
Sonnel rather quickly, not because these objectives are
unimportant_ but -because they Are _fairly precise. In the
tradition of-the American _labor:movement, the unioniza-
tion: effortramorig_ the _operating- personnel of- our Univer=
sities -has -a fairly simple -purpose. The goals are higher
-wages and improved- working conditionS. The means to-
these ends are unionization, union recognition;- and- col-
lective bargaining. It is assumed that the adthinistration
elerhent of the university is similar to management with-
in a business enterprise or-an induStry, and deinands=for
higher wages-_and improved working conditions can be
fulfilled if the deniands are presented- -forcefully and
-backed up with the-threat of a_ strike to halt- Operation.

The -question is seldom-asked about the nature. or
-source, of the income-required to meet these =labor de-
mandS. In- the public universities- labor leaders insist
that-the-legislative branch should-appropriate the-neces-
sary funds. In the private universities unions assume
-that somehow -the income Can be found. It is almost
never suggested that students -should pay higher fees
or -that faculty-members-should forego-salary increases
in order to meet -the wage needs of the operating
perSonnel.
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It seethsclear to me -that in the public universities
in :particular this effort at unionization will continue and
that the universities are going to be hard presSed to
satisfy these demands within- the traditional procedures
of the labor movement.

The objectives of administration within a university
are twofold: (1) to 'preserve the university as a viable
enterprise, and (2)' to ensure that the university fulfills
its social obligations. In endeavoring to carry out these
purposes, administration in- a university operates an
extensive= apparatus essential :to maintain- the university
as an- on-gOing endeavor. In- addition, administration in
a university seeks to provide the leadership Within the
academic community which constantly reminds -the con-
stituent grodps that service to society is the- price of
society's financial support. of the university.

No 3nterpriSe can survive in the organizational
society of our day- without a considerable number of
internal services,:without careful management of limited
resources, and without careful planri:lig to meet future
expectations. A university must have physical-facilities,
and theSe must be maintained.- A university must collect
its accounts, keep proper financial records, and pay its:
bills. A university must purchase supplies, afford coin-
munication services to its staff, and obtain necessary
utility service:.- None Of these "housekeeping" chores
is- accomplished- without continuing direction. No one
will long remain associated with an enterprise that can-
not or does not maintain itself.

Moreover, -those who manage the administrative
apparatus of a university, or of any enterprise, must
necessarily- have substantial influence in the = internal
-power structure of the'organization. It is wishful think-
ing- to believe -that internal housekeeping will take care
of itself. This is simply not so. Housekeeping must be
watched over all the time and the services rendered
must facilitate accomplishment of the basic or substan-
tive objectives of the, enterprise.
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Beyond the housekeeping chores, university admin-
istration- seeks to provide tile educational leadership
which- -will mobilize -the talents and resources of the
university in' the performance, of the instructional, re-
search, and ;public- service objectives of -the institution.
These Objectives must be continually emphasized; they
must also- be accomplished if the university is to lay
claim to being an effective enterprise 'in our society.

I haVe already noted that trustees and administrative
staff constitute the linkage between university and
society. I have also observed that leadership in the
acadeMic_ community is rendered diffictilt_because there
are persons within the university who will not accept
that linkage.

Leadership rests upon two foundations: the expecta-
tions or- aspirations and the value- judgments of -those
who- make up particular- group. LeaderShip seeks to
inspire the long-range self- interests of the group; on
occasion, leadership may appeal to -the altruistic senti-
ments of the group. On occasion, leadership may propose
no more than the immediate gratification of the emotions
of fear and hostility which are so close t_ o the surface
in human behavior.

Educational leadership is-in crisis in America today
because there are divergent groups in a university who
lack- a commitment -to -a common-Set of values and who
lack a --conception of common self-interest. I. think it
may fairly be said that'in our national society as a whole
the prevailing concept of the purpose of education is one
of preparation of individuals for productive participation
in the- national economy; This concept of purpose pre-
vails, I believe, among the most powerful and influential
persons in our society: managers of large corporations,
prominent professional _practitioners, newspaper editors
and publishers, other managers of the mass media of
communication, political leaders, governmental admin-
istrators, and, yes, labor leaders as well. For higher
education in particular, this concept of purpose miffs
the education of individuals for the professions of society.
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I believe the conviction is Widely held in our society
that' professions contribute notably'to national economic
progress, to the advancement of technology, to the soh',
tiOn of- pressing public problems, and to the international
security of the nation. It:is this social conviction which
has induced. our governments = federal,, State, and: local

and Whieh has induced- _individtials--- parents, stu-
dents, ahinuti, and philanthropists to contribute sub=
stantially to the econothic support of higher education.
Moreover, the facts are clearly evident that professions
generally tend to be ,quite- well remunerated in our
country.

Yet, there are facultY members and students who are
not particularly interested: in the commitment of the
university to contribute manpower to the profeSsions of
our national economy. They profess indifference to their
own personal rerouneration or; affluence and insist that
theyhavno interest in Contributing to economic growth.
Rather, -they hold that the affluent society is- immoral,
internationally arrogant, and unjust -to- Blacks. Educa-
tion'in this view should be committed to one- and -only
one purpose: social change. The university should not
be allied with- the power structure of society .but should
undertake the= overthrow of- that power structure. The
'role of- the university, in -this view, is revolutionary.

I want to emphasize that only a small number of
faculty members in our universities hold any such revo-
lutionary view o_f the purpose of higher education. The
persons in our faculties who see the university- as an
agency of social change often Make up in the volume of
their protests- what they- lack in numbers. And the
tradition of academic freedom iin the university gives
every individual not -just the oppOrtunity to be heard
but often the opportunity to be heard several times.

There is also a number of students who are- discon-
tented with the university as it now operates. These
students tend to see the university as exercising author-
ity over their personal lives, and they resist this author-
ity with vigor. On this Matter, a goodly number of
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students may be joined together in common cause.
These are the student a_ ctivists of our day. There is
a still smaller group of students, the militants of our
time, who espouse the revolutionary- view of the univer-
sity, and would either convert the university to a
revolutionary role or destroy =the university in the
process of revolt. Indeed, it may 'Well be said that
destruction -is more likely- to be accomplished than
revolution.

I believe our society as now structured cannot- and
will not permit the role of the university-as educator of
professional talent to be subverted. There may be a
period of storm and stress.- And -the constructive pur-
pose of the university as- social critic may lie lost or
badly eroded in -the course of the conflict. Please note,
I referred- to constructive criticism, not -to revolution.
The line of distinction may -be- scimeiVhit difficult at
times to draw, but I believe such-a line can and must
he- drawn.

There is a fatal defect in the faculty struggle for
power within the university. That faculty members
should want greater recognition of their indispensable
participation in the university is understandable. That
faculty members should seek a more widely acknowl:
edged status in the academic community is*reasonable.
That faculty members are interested in more generous
remuneration is -to- be expected, although the current
remuneration is not so unsatisfactory as some would
imply. But participation,- status, and remuneration for
faculty members within the uriiversity is not a system
of government. The theory seems to be that the faculty
must have more power in order to obtain greater Status.
Perhaps so. But power carries with- it -the- obligations
of structuring a process of government and of guiding
that government toward clearly avowed purposes.

I have searched' diligently among the faculty-
authored literature of our day to find some due of the
purpose of faculty government and some idea- of the
structure of faculty government needed to accomplish
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that purpose. I can find no widely accepted purpose
except that of enhanced status, and I can find no struc-
ture of government except a vague insistence upon
participation.

When I look through all the-student literature of our
day it may more properly be described not as Weill-
ture but as strident scatology again I find dissatisfac-
tion with the authority of administration and with the
so-called "irrelevance" of faculty instruction. But I find
nothing in the way of a structure of government other
than a demand that students sit on administrative and
faculty- committees.

The two most important university issues of our day
are not debated fully or directly. These issues are the
purpose of the university community and the financing
of -the enterprise. Faculty members =seem to- think -that
somehow, someway the administration will take care of
the financing. And students seem to believe that the
hated "father" element in society, either as a supreme
act of masochism, or in expiation of- accumulated sins,
will continue to pay the bills for the university no matter
how- great -the vituperation =against present-day social
practice. How -self- deceived can students be?



III

As I have -already observed, government is ordered
rule. Government involves purpose, Organs of decision-
making, administration, and financing. If therels to be
a new ,Constitution for the government of a university,
such a constitution will have -to provide a framework of
process responsive to these four requirements.

The administration element itiversities has
possessed the power of- government because it did pro-
vide in the past a sense of purpose, an effective mecha-
nism for decision-making, an administrative apparatus,
and some direction for financing of the university enter-
prise. If faculties and student bodies are now to assume
a greater role in the governmental process of universities,
then these groups must develop some sense of objective
to be- realized, an effective mechanism- of decision-
making, some method- for directing the administrative
apparatus for operation of the university, and a financial
program.

The- basic problem of government for both faculties
and students is simply the absence of -a -will and a- pro-
cedure -for decision-making. It is relatively- easy for
groups of faculty members to be critical of the decisions
made by those now exercising governmental authority.
But what new organs of decision-making should be sub-
stituted for those with which we are now familiar within
the academic community? This question may be equally_
addressed to faculty and students.

Moreover, I want to emphasize the importance and
implication of this phrase "ordered rule." Decision-
making involves the determination of objectives and of
means for accomplishing -those objectives- -within the
university. Decision-making involves also the determina-
tion of standards or rules of behavior for all persons who
make up -the particular social= enterprise, that is, the
university. When- decisions have been made about rules



of behavior, then a government must determine how its
authority is to be executed and the sanctions- to be
applied in cases of violation of the rules. There cannot
be ordered rule without authority and sa. ,:tions. As
I have said, the alternative to ordered-rule.in society is
anarchy, which means no society.

Participation in the present goyernMental structure
cf universities means various:pos.Sible procedures. There
may be an elaborate- structure= Of consultation whereby
recommendations for decisions are- not presented to a
board of trustees without a careful canvass of- various
points of view and without a full disclosure of the differ-
ent attitudes or judgments which prevail,withiii the uni-
versity. Under this process, decisions= may be delayed
but eventually they will be made, and afterwards these
decisions must be carried- out.

Another possibility would be to- recognize various
areas of competent jurisdiction within -the university.
To a considerable degree, this is -being practiced in fact
if not in legal theo-y in many universities today. More
and more issues of educational policy may be delegated
to a faculty body to decide. More and more issues of
student social conduct may be delegated to a student
body to decide. Such delegation _of a decision-making
role to groups within a university is a workable procedure

lender- two conditions. The decisions thus made
mu be consistent with the basic purpose or mission of
the university, must facilitate the accomplishment not
the:negation of that basic mission. Secondly, the deci-
sions must be enforced, and aberrant behavior must be
dealt with.

If participation is not the answer to a new process
of government -within the university, then some- funda-
mental changes in structore will have to be r:sade. It is
these fundamental changes in structure which would
provide a new constitution for the university enterprise.
For myself, -I- must confess that I lack the innovative
skill to foresee this new constitution with any clarity
or precision.
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I can conceive of a university which Woul&be directed
by -the faculty as a kind of legislative body which: would
elect a priine minister_ from among its membership. Such
a prithe minister in -turn might select Ministerial col-
leagues to direct the principal administrative depart-
ments of the university: finance, public works, perSon-
nel, planning, and administrative services, among the
staff services and general = education, biological sciences;
physiCal sciences, humanities, social sciences, engineer-.
ing, law, medicine, and others among the operating
ministries. Such a parliatnentary scheihe of goVernment
Would be uniqUe. I hope it Could be- financed. I would
like to see such a scheme attempted, particularly by
those-who .don't like the-present scheme of government.

In- the parliamentary scheMe just outlined, I have
provided- no place for students to be represented: This
is obviously a weakness. And I am curious what-faculty
members think ought to be thine with students, other
than to get rid of them. Perhaps we' ought to have a
Parliamentary scheme of governMent within a university
based upon student poWer rather than faculty power.
Then the faculty could become the civil servants hired
by a student parliament. This would be an interesting
governinental, arrangethent!

If our innovative capacity is exhauSted by resort to
this parliamentary model or analogy, the fault lies with
the paucity of governmental- mechanisms provided froth
historical experience. Arrangements for government have
developed largely in recorded history from human ex-
perience, tempered only slightly by theory. If new forms
Of university government are to be created, they will
probably evolve from felt needs, stimulated no doubt
by various demands.

In the meantime, it seems to me that discussions of
university government might concentrate attention upon
two or three principal issues. What objectives or pur-
poses should university government seek to achieve: an
integration with society in its diversity and in its re-
quirement for educated talent, or a separation from
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society in a concern to advocate social change? Secondly,
how is ordered rule to be achieved within the university
community, realizing._ the minimum needs for social co-
hesion and social conformity? Thirdly, bow_is the -uni-
versity enterprise to be financed; what proportions of
income can we reasonably expect from government,
philanthropists, alumni, students, and other partici-
pants? We shall-not have meaningful change in univer-
sity- government until we'begin to seek answers to these
questions.

Peter Drucker in a- recent, perceptive little volume
calls ours "The Age of Discontinuity." His analysis is
bah stimulating to thought and challenging to social
action. The American university stands in the very
middle' of those forces producing this discontinuity in
our pad national, economic, and social experience. The
university,_ too, will have to chart a new course, find a
new-heading in the storms of our day.

A new constitution of government for our university
demands the dedication- of wise, experienced minds.
Revolutions destroy existing constitutions. The anarchy
of revolution breeds excesses and reactions. From a time
of trouble- emerges a new constitution. The American
Declaration of Independence was an act of revolution,
not of government. The Federal Constitution was an
act of government. .Someplace beyond the 1776 of our
day lies the hope of 1787 yet to come in the history of
the American university.
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